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Abstract: The trade impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russian invasion of Ukraine have
raised questions about the role of trade and climate policies in energy security and global emissions.
This study updates a widely used integrated assessment model (IAM), MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM,
to represent complex trade networks to explicitly draw energy flows from their origins to their
destination. It then examines the effects of (1) energy trade tariff policies, such as import tariffs, as
a proxy to represent an unfriendly trade environment and (2) a global carbon emissions tax on the
global energy trade network. Results indicate that trade tariff policies have marginal effects on the
trade network, i.e., the size of trade and importing-exporting regions do not change significantly.
While high import tariffs significantly reduce emissions due to reduced fossil fuel imports in the
importing region, this effect does not translate to significant emission reductions globally, as trade
policies only impact downstream of the energy supply chain. However, a carbon emission tax
dramatically alters the trade network, by (1) reducing its size by up to 50% and (2) forming trade
linkages that allow for a more complex and diverse network of suppliers. This diversity under the
emissions tax scenario improves the energy security of major energy-importing regions. Moreover,
under an emission tax scenario, a friendly trade environment reduces the energy system costs globally.
However, trade friction, such as sanctions or high import tariffs, will increase the energy supply cost
significantly, especially for energy-importing regions such as Europe, East and South Asia.

Keywords: energy policy; renewable energy systems; energy modeling; global energy scenarios;
international energy markets; Paris agreement

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Large-scale energy transitions are required to meet the commitments put forth in the Paris
Climate Agreement [1,2]. Global assessments provide direction to international policymaking
and target setting via nationally determined contributions (INDC) [3]. Region-specific analyses
are used to test the feasibility and impact of these transitions because the system requirements
of one region do not translate to another [4,5]. However, a region’s energy system not only
depends on its own production and consumption of energy, but also the ways in which it
interacts with others [6]. These interconnections form a robust trade network [7,8], and the
dynamics of this network (i.e., the rate at which trade interconnections form, grow, constrain,
and break) inform the rate at which new energy technologies can be adopted.

Recent events underscore the need to better understand the linkages among trade,
policy, and energy use. COVID-19 posed a major shock to global supply chains. This was
particularly pronounced in the global semiconductor shortage, which cascaded throughout
consumer technology and automobile supply chains. This type of unforeseen shock can
severely limit the rate at which clean energy technologies, which often rely on many
different inputs from many different countries, can diffuse through the global market. The
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Russian invasion of Ukraine poses yet another direct shock to the global energy trade
network. In July 2022, Gazprom, Russia’s main gas company, threatened to cut its gas
supply to the EU [9]. Notably, 83% of the EU’s gas consumption came from imports in
2021 [10]. While this type of shock can have the effect of accelerating the EU’s transition to
clean energy resources [11], it can also cause other regions to ramp up their gas production
to fill the gap that Russia left [12]. It is now clear that we need a better way to model these
types of shocks and their implications for advancing climate policy.

1.2. Literature Review

Existing literature suggests that climate policies, such as emissions taxes or cap-and-
trade schemes, may have a large impact on international energy markets [13]. Recent
literature also suggests that the reverse is not necessarily true; trade policy may not have
as large an impact on emissions reduction as previously assumed [14,15]. For this line
of research, Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) are often used to assess the complex
interconnections between economic processes (e.g., demand of oil) and physical processes
(e.g., carbon emissions). IAMs allow for a coherent analysis of disparate fields in environ-
mental research, including economics, demography, atmospheric chemistry, oceanography,
and ecology. Because of this wide disciplinary scope, each IAM makes explicit assumptions
on how global systems operate. As such, a group of IAMs (e.g., AIM [16], MESSAGE [17],
IMAGE [18]) are used collectively to frame policy evaluations, such as the scenarios used
by Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) reports [19].

In addition to its interactions with climate policymaking, the global energy trade
network plays a key role in determining energy security [20]. The conventional approach
to achieving energy security is by diversifying the trade portfolio; energy importers are
considered less vulnerable when they import more diverse types of resources from a greater
number of exporters [21]. Energy independence, or the ability to meet the national energy
demand using only domestic resources, is also used as a key indicator for energy secu-
rity [15,22]. In the last few decades, energy security indices have been updated so that
they also address issues of geopolitical path dependence [23,24], energy shocks (e.g., the oil
shock of the 1970s, the COVID-19 pandemic [25], and the Russia–Ukraine war in 2022 [26]),
and the integration of new economies into the global market [21].

Despite advances in both energy security research and IAMs, few studies have examined
the role of trade networks in projections of global energy pathways. Extensive literature
exists on historical networks of energy flows, both in terms of physical fuels and the energy
embodied in goods and services. For the former, researchers can rely on bilateral trade data
to visualize the fuel trade as a network [8,27]. For the latter, input–output analysis (IOA)
can be used to estimate the energy required to produce a good or render a service [28,29].
While these retrospective analyses describe how the current global energy network came
to be, they cannot be used to forecast possible energy networks of the future. First, regions
have heterogenous responses to economic and policy events based on their natural resources,
demographics, political economy, and geography. In addition, methods such as IOA are
static models that provide snapshots of the global system. A time series built from multiple
years of IO tables would be similar to stringing together a series of snapshots without
an understanding of how one system evolved into another. These methods are therefore
inappropriate for modeling the future global trade network. Second, large-scale, optimization-
based, global energy models that provide trajectories of energy use and emissions have not
evaluated energy trade as a network problem. They focus on energy stocks and flows by
region, rather than the energy stocks and flows between regions. However, economic and
political linkages among countries underpin international policymaking. Understanding
how these linkages might evolve is crucial in developing effective policy.

1.3. Contribution of This Study

In this study, we bridge the gap between global energy models and trade network
analysis by introducing and applying a framework for modeling bilateral trade in MES-
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SAGEix [17,30], which is the core of the MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM integrated assessment
framework, one of several key global energy-land use models. MESSAGEix is an
optimization-based model, in which the objective function is to minimize global energy
system costs. This minimization mimics decision making by each region. The most disag-
gregated specification to date represents the world in 14 regions. We use this specification
to explicitly model trade flows between regions, which allows us to represent global energy
trade as a network. We then use this framework to answer two key questions for the nexus
of climate and trade policymaking.

We first analyze the emissions and energy security consequences of trade policy. Here,
we focus on tariff policies and model three scenarios: a baseline tariff scenario in which
rates are held at the historic median by importers, a low tariff scenario in which rates are
removed by 2030, and a high tariff scenario in which historic median rates are increased
by a factor of five by 2030 (here, we use the word “rate” interchangeably with ad valorem
equivalent (AVE) rates for energy commodities). This reflects the upper bound on regional
fluctuations in historic tariff rates. We estimate the effect of tariffs on emissions and examine
whether these policies, taken independently, can reduce or increase global and regional
emissions. We also explore the effects of these policies on energy security by using complex
network analysis (CNA) metrics to assess the stability of the trade network and measuring
the diversity and dependence of each region’s energy trade portfolio. Note that, throughout
the paper, we will use the term “trade” to mean the trade of energy resources (for the
purposes of this study, we focus solely on the trade of physical energy resources and not on
the energy that is embodied in goods and services).

Second, we analyze the trade and energy security consequences of climate policy. In
this study, we represent climate policies through a global tax on greenhouse gas emissions.
Emissions taxes are a widely discussed tool for emissions reduction and their potential
consequences have been extensively studied using general equilibrium models [31,32],
statistical analysis [33,34], and IAMs. We build on this literature by using MESSAGEix
to model the effect of a global $27/tCO2 ($100/tC) emissions tax in 2020 that increases
by 5% each year. We model the effect of this tax on the global energy trade network to
2050. We then apply the same metrics as in the first question to assess global emissions,
network stability, and regional energy security. Further, we model the low/high tariff
scenarios under a carbon emissions tax to examine the marginal effect of trade policy in the
presence of a strong climate policy. For the rest of this paper, we use the term emissions tax
interchangeably with a carbon emissions tax.

Through these two questions, we hope to (i) better understand how these two policies
diverge in their impacts on the global energy trade network, and (ii) estimate the impacts
of these policies’ interaction. Our results suggest that tariff policies have little impact on
the size and composition of the global energy trade network in 2050. Emissions taxes, on
the other hand, systematically change the types of energy that are traded and how this
trade is conducted. We observe three types of changes under this policy. First, the network
shifts from trading primarily crude oil to primarily trading light oil. As a refined petroleum
product, light oil commands a higher price than crude oil. The reason that we observe this
change is that the cost of importing a fuel with a high emissions factor (e.g., coal, crude) is
greater than the cost of importing a more expensive fuel that has a lower emissions factor.
Second, the trade network becomes more complex under an emissions tax scenario. Large
energy linkages that exist in the baseline scenario are broken down into smaller linkages,
each carrying a smaller amount of fuel. Finally, under an emissions tax scenario, the size of
the network contracts significantly (~50%). Unsurprisingly, the emissions tax has a much
more substantial impact on global emissions than trade tariffs. While a high tariff policy
reduces emissions that are directly linked to imports, its impacts on overall emissions are
minimal. The impacts of a tariff policy on energy security metrics are limited. On the other
hand, an emissions tax, because it generates more linkages among regions, increases the
energy security of key importers.
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We begin this paper by introducing the data used to support the bilateral trade
framework in MESSAGEix and our scenario analysis. We then present the methodology for
this study, including a brief introduction to MESSAGEix, the conceptual framework for the
bilateral trade representation, additional developments to MESSAGEix required to support
this representation, and scenario design. Finally, we discuss the results of the model and
their implications for energy security and climate change mitigation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Configuring Bilateral Trade in MESSAGEix

MESSAGE is a dynamic linear least-cost optimization model that is developed and
maintained at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) for the pur-
pose of modeling energy system decision making and the associated environmental impacts.
The model, developed over four decades, hinges on an objective function that minimizes
the total system cost (i.e., the total cost of meeting the energy demand across all regions)
while being subject to dozens of economic and physical constraints [35]. MESSAGE has
been used extensively in international climate policy, including in the assessment reports
published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [36]. MESSAGEix is
a recent, open-source iteration, developed for the purposes of increasing transparency and
efficiency in data compilation and use across scenarios [17]. MESSAGEix provides a flexible
model structure; researchers can apply their own data platform to implement the model at
any geographic level. This study uses MESSAGEix in combination with the ixmp platform,
a database that includes historical data on global energy use patterns, shared socioeconomic
pathways, and associated parameter assumptions. Most recently, MESSAGEix has been
used to understand electricity sector reliability [37], as well as the implications of increasing
energy efficiency in industry [38,39].

MESSAGEix currently represents the world through 14 regions. A table of represented
countries and their corresponding regions can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
For the purposes of this analysis, we set these 14 regions as the nodes in our trade network.
Trade, with the exception of gas interconnections in Europe, is represented through what
we call the global pool schema in MESSAGEix. In this schema, regions with excess energy
resources can export to a global pool from which regions that demand this resource can
import. Figure 1a below illustrates the global pool schema as a map. Figure 1b represents
the same schema as the flow of energy from one region to another. Here, commodities
represent a specific energy resource (e.g., LNG) while technologies represent the movement
of the commodity (e.g., LNG exports, LNG imports). The technology is differentiated
by commodity but not by location. This is what defines the global pool schema. Note
that while the global pool schema allows us to examine the total exports from/imports to
regions, it does not explicitly model the trade flows among them. This explicit bilateral
representation is necessary to model trade as a network and to measure security indices
such as trade portfolio diversity and import dependence.

The bilateral trade representation is illustrated in Figure 1c,d. To explicitly delineate bilat-
eral trade flows among regions, we needed to completely reparametrize trade in MESSAGEix.

Note that in the global pool schema, the origin of fuel imports and the destination of
fuel exports are not explicit in the commodity or technology. In the bilateral framework, we
explicitly define the destination of commodity imports (e.g., LNG_weu means LNG imports
to Western Europe) and export technologies (e.g., LNG_exp_weu means LNG exports from
the given region that are destined for Western Europe). This is illustrated in Figure 2.
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schema” representation of international trade. There are 14 representative regions. Each region can 
export to (green) or import from (red) a global pool of each energy commodity (e.g., crude oil). (b) 
Energy flow in the global schema through inputs and output. Model “levels” are in green (e.g., 
primary, secondary, export, final), nodes are in blue (i.e., regions), commodities are in yellow (e.g., 
coal, crude oil), technologies are in orange (e.g., exports, imports), and parameters are in black (e.g., 
input, output). AFR represents Africa, GLB represents the global node, and WEU represents West-
ern Europe. This flow therefore represents crude oil exports from Africa to Western Europe. (c) Il-
lustration of the “bilateral trade schema” for international trade. We explicitly model bilateral trade 
flows for each energy commodity, thus representing trade as a network rather than a pooled re-
source. (d) Flow of energy in bilateral representation of trade. Note here that technologies now ex-
plicitly define the destination of, in this instance, crude oil exports. Commodities also explicitly de-
note the destination (“crudeoil_weu”). 

 
Figure 2. Emissions tax rates, set globally, by model year. We allow the tax to start at $100/tC and 
increase by 5% annually. 

For this analysis, we focus on eight commodities: coal, crude oil, ethanol, fuel oil, 
light oil, liquid hydrogen, LNG, and methanol. We use the BACI bilateral trade database 

Figure 1. Schematics of the MESSAGEix global energy model. (a) Illustration of the “global pool
schema” representation of international trade. There are 14 representative regions. Each region
can export to (green) or import from (red) a global pool of each energy commodity (e.g., crude
oil). (b) Energy flow in the global schema through inputs and output. Model “levels” are in green
(e.g., primary, secondary, export, final), nodes are in blue (i.e., regions), commodities are in yellow
(e.g., coal, crude oil), technologies are in orange (e.g., exports, imports), and parameters are in black
(e.g., input, output). AFR represents Africa, GLB represents the global node, and WEU represents
Western Europe. This flow therefore represents crude oil exports from Africa to Western Europe. (c)
Illustration of the “bilateral trade schema” for international trade. We explicitly model bilateral trade
flows for each energy commodity, thus representing trade as a network rather than a pooled resource.
(d) Flow of energy in bilateral representation of trade. Note here that technologies now explicitly
define the destination of, in this instance, crude oil exports. Commodities also explicitly denote the
destination (“crudeoil_weu”).
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For this analysis, we focus on eight commodities: coal, crude oil, ethanol, fuel oil, light
oil, liquid hydrogen, LNG, and methanol. We use the BACI bilateral trade database from
CEPII to extract historical bilateral trade activity at the region level for each commodity [40].
BACI includes bilateral trade flows of products in both monetary units ($1000) and weight
(tons). The data are identified at the importer–exporter–product–year level, and span from
1995 to 2018. In Table 1, below, we illustrate the total amount exported/imported for each
fuel type among the 14 regions represented in MESSAGE in 2018. This table was built by
aggregating BACI data to the region level and converting interregional flows from weight
(ton) to physical values (EJ) using IEA conversion values (the correspondence between
countries and the 14 MESSAGE regions can be found in Table S3 in the Supplementary
Materials). The regional flows are aggregated based on the national flows in each region,
according to the mapping presented in Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials.

Table 1. Interregional trade in key fuels (2018). Energy flows are derived from the BACI bilateral
trade database, which includes the value and tonnage of trade between countries at the HS6 level.
We then convert trade flows from tonnage to EJ using specific energy values published by the IEA.

Commodity Total Trade
(EJ) Largest Interregional Flows

Coal 19.35
Pacific OECD to South Asia (3.51 EJ)

Pacific Asia to Centrally Planned Asia (3.51 EJ)
Pacific OECD to Centrally Planned Asia (3.07 EJ)

Crude oil 53.20
Middle East to Centrally Planned Asia (9.79 EJ)

Middle East to South Asia (6.69 EJ)
Middle East to Western Europe (6.55 EJ)

Fuel oil 17.50
Western Europe to Middle East (1.35 EJ)
Middle East to Western Europe (1.31 EJ)

Middle East to Pacific Asia (1.09 EJ)

LNG 13.01
Middle East to Western Europe (2.32 EJ)

Central Asian States to Centrally Planned Asia (1.53 EJ)
Middle East to South Asia (1.43 EJ)

To calibrate the trade flows derived from the BACI database, we link these data with
the Net Calorific Value (NCV) dataset from the International Energy Agency (IEA), which
includes data on the energy content (in kJ/kg) of energy resources at the country–year
level (our aggregation methodology for both the BACI and NCV datasets is presented in
Section 2). We use the NCV data to convert units on bilateral trade flows from weight to
energy. We then benchmark these data against the World Energy Balances (WEB) database
from the IEA. The WEB has total imports and exports of energy resources from individual
countries but does not represent these amounts bilaterally.

Trade under the global pool schema utilizes 22 parameters. Parameters are user-
defined values that build constraints and costs for the optimization model. One example
of a parameter is the emissions factor, which defines the per unit emission by an energy
technology (e.g., coal power plants). Another one is the upper bound on the growth
constraint for activity; this parameter sets an upper limit for how much more a technology
can be adopted compared to the previous timestep. The parameters used in the global
schema are presented in Table S4 in the Supplementary Materials. The bilateral trade
framework takes each of these parameters and applies them to each trade technology, now
differentiated by region.

A key assumption underlying the global pool schema is that the characteristics, and
therefore the costs, of maritime shipping are equal across energy commodities. This is
clearly not a realistic assumption; for instance, the vessels that carry LNG are vastly different
from the vessels that carry coal. To address the heterogeneity across shipping capacity and
to ensure that trade growth does not outpace the growth of the global capacity for maritime
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shipping, we include additional constraints for fuel shipping. Details on these constraints
can be found in Section 8 in the Supplementary Materials.

2.2. The Effect of Sea Distance on Trade Cost

In the bilateral representation of energy trade, we assume that—all else being equal,
and in the absence of any sanctions or other constraints—exporters are more likely to trade
with regions that are closer to them. This is based on the gravity model of bilateral trade,
which assumes that trade flows are a function of the size of each economy and the distance
between them [41]. To represent the trade friction from distance, we therefore need to
estimate the marginal effect of distance on trade cost. Because the objective function in
MESSAGEix is to minimize costs, by incorporating trade frictions through the exporting
region’s variable cost, we can capture the impedances to trade flows.

We apply a regression analysis using data from the U.S. International Trade Commis-
sion (USITC) that are linked to the BACI data introduced above. The USITC data include
information on importer and exporter GDP, population, and a slew of relative variables that
can introduce or reduce trade friction. We develop the distance-based variable cost term by:
(1) measuring the shortest sea distances among regions, (2) aggregating these distances to
the regional level (differentiating by energy commodity), (3) running a regression analysis
to tease out the effect of distance on trade cost ($1000/ton), and (4) multiplying this effect by
the shortest sea distances to build our variable cost parameter. We provide further details on
the methodology and results of this intermediary analysis in the Supplementary Materials.

2.3. Scenario Assumptions

We build six scenarios to compare the implications of energy trade and climate policies
for the global energy trade network:

• Baseline tariffs (Scenario 1);
• High tariffs (Scenario 2);
• Low/no tariffs (Scenario 3);
• Emissions tax ($27/tCO2) and baseline tariffs (Scenario 4);
• Emissions tax ($27/tCO2) and high tariffs (Scenario 5);
• Emissions tax ($27/tCO2) and low tariffs (Scenario 6).

Scenario 1 gives the reference scenario, which assumes that the current policies will
continue through 2050. Scenarios 2 and 3 allow us to compare how increased/reduced
trade friction impacts the global energy trade network. Scenario 4 estimates the impact of a
global emissions tax, all else held constant (i.e., climate policy in isolation). Scenarios 5 and
6 estimate the marginal effect of a trade policy when an emissions tax has been imposed,
thereby evaluating the interaction of climate policy and trade policy. We will refer to these
scenario numbers for the remainder of this paper.

We derive historic tariff rates from a database of product-level ad valorem equiv-
alent rates (AVE) from the World Trade Organization. This database includes AVE at
the country–product–year level. These product codes are the same as those used in the
BACI database. Tariff data are at the importer–product level, where products are iden-
tified by HS6 (Harmonized System, 6 digit) codes. A correspondence table linking HS6
codes to MESSAGEix-represented energy commodities can be found in Table S10 in the
Supplementary Materials. We follow methods from Guimbard et al. (2012) and Bouet et al.
(2008) to aggregate tariffs while addressing the endogeneity between tariff rates and trade
flow; details can also be found in Section 4 in the Supplementary Materials [42,43].

In the baseline scenario, tariffs are held at the historic regional median. In the high
tariff scenario, we allow tariff rates to increase to 500% of the historic regional median by
2030, after which it is held constant. This represents an increase that is slightly less than
the six-fold increase in tariffs between the U.S. and China in 2019 [44]. In the low tariff
scenario, we allow tariff rates to reduce to 0% of the historical median by 2030.
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We build the emissions tax scenario by setting the tax to the equivalent of $27/tCO2 (or
$100/tC), increasing by 5% annually. This annual increase has been used in other studies on
carbon pricing [45]. Figure 2 displays the emissions tax at each stage of the model horizon.

For each emissions tax scenario, we set tariffs to the historical median (Scenario 4),
500% of the historical median (Scenario 5), or 0% of the historical median (Scenario 6).
The emissions tax scenarios and tariff scenarios apply different pressures to global energy
trade. Each stage of the energy supply chain has an associated emissions factor; therefore,
an emissions tax applies additional pressure throughout the supply chain based on how
emissions-intensive each activity is. On the other hand, a tariff scenario impacts only the
distribution stage of the energy supply chain. It is a demand-side pressure because it
applies an additional cost to the importers of energy. Whether a tariff policy significantly
impacts the global energy network would therefore depend on how much this additional
cost extends back upstream in the supply chain.

2.4. Energy Security Metrics

Trade portfolio diversity gives a sense of how fungible trade flows are for a given
region. When a region imports from a greater number of energy exporters, it is better able
to navigate shocks to one of its trade connections because it has options. Alternatively,
when an importer relies on a less diverse trade portfolio, it is more vulnerable to changes in
its trade partnerships; this is particularly the case when the energy exporter is a region of
high political/financial volatility [23]. In this study, we measure trade diversity using the
Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI) (see Equation (1)). The HHI measures both the diversity
and market concentration of a given portfolio. The index is given by the following formula:

HHIei = ∑
j

s2
ej (1)

When estimating the HHI of the energy exporter, s2
ej represents the squared share of

exports in fuel e going from region i to region j. When estimating the HHI of the energy
importer, s2

ej represents the squared share of imports in fuel e going to region i from region
j. The HHI ranges between approximately 770 and 10,000. (We assume a minimum HHI of
around 770 given that there are 13 potential trade partners for each region. If each of these
partners receive an equal share of the country’s trade, we would have an HHI equal to
13(7.72), or ~771.) A higher HHI suggests a more concentrated portfolio, whereas a lower
HHI suggests a more diverse and balanced portfolio.

3. Results
3.1. Effects on Network Size and Composition

Results suggest that tariff policies do not have a significant effect on the composition
or size of the global energy trade network. We find that the only effect that the tariff policies
have is on global and regional energy system costs. A high tariff scenario increases the total
system cost while the low tariff scenario reduces these costs (an ancillary scenario with
uniformly increasing tariffs produces similar results, though the magnitude is different).

Conversely, we find that emissions taxes significantly alter the structure and size of
the network. Under an emissions tax, the energy network contracts by nearly 50%. The
network also becomes more complex; there are more than 72 trade linkages in the emissions
tax scenario that were not in the baseline scenario, an increase of roughly 65%. We illustrate
this increased complexity through chord diagrams in Figure 3a,b and Figure 4a–h. We have
also included a table of all results in Table S11 in the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 3. The energy trade network in 2050 under the baseline scenario (a) and under an emissions
tax scenario (b). This figure illustrates the network across energy commodities, (i.e., it is the sum
of coal, crude oil, ethanol, fuel oil, light oil, LNG, methanol, and liquid hydrogen). Each chord
represents the net export flow. The units of these chord diagrams are in EJ. Regions are represented as
follows: AFR = Africa, CPA = Centrally Planned Asia, EEU = Eastern Europe, LAM = Latin America,
MEA = Middle East and North Africa, NAM = North America, PAO = Pacific OECD, PAS = Pacific
Asia, RUS = Russia, SAS = South Asia, WEU = Western Europe. The color of the traded volume is
identical to the exporter region.

Figure 3 illustrates the total energy trade network. Each chord is colored by the
exporting region and represents the net export flow. In other words, if the Middle East
(MEA) exports more LNG to North America (NAM) than it imports from NAM, the
difference between the MEA–NAM flow and NAM–MEA flow will be mapped (i.e., only
the remaining MEA–NAM flow is illustrated). The network represents the total energy
trade network, so the chords represent the sum of exports across energy commodities.
Figure 3 suggests that the weight of the global energy trade network shifts from the Middle
East to Latin America under an emissions tax. The figure also shows that there is increased
complexity under the tax, suggesting that previously dominant flows are spliced into more
(and more diverse) linkages. Commodity-specific results presented in Figure 4 support this
result and suggest that the driving mechanism for the regional shift in energy exports is
driven by a shift in demand from crude oil to light oil.

In other words, a reduction in the amount of crude oil traded under an emissions
tax scenario is largely compensated for by an increase in light oil trade (see Figure 5). We
discuss the mechanisms underlying the energy-specific results below.

For coal, we observe a stark reduction in the size of the global energy trade network.
This is an intuitive result; under an emissions tax, significantly less coal moves through
international trade because it becomes more expensive to use (importers are assigned the
emissions associated with the trade of each energy commodity). However, in addition to
reducing the amount of coal traded, an emissions tax has a secondary effect of making
the network far more complex. Under the baseline scenario, there are 10 trade linkages.
The linkages are dominated by flows from Centrally Planned Asia and the Pacific OECD
(i.e., Australia) to Pacific Asia, and from Russia to Western Europe. Under an emissions
tax, there are 33 trade linkages. Except for a large flow from the Pacific OECD to Western
Europe, there are no dominating linkages in the network. Of course, the size of the flow
here is also relative; the Pacific OECD–Western Europe flow under an emissions tax is 1.05
EJ, while the Pacific OECD–Pacific Asia flow, the largest under the baseline scenario, is 6.57
EJ. We find that this occurs because major coal-producing regions reduce their extraction
activities gradually through 2050. This is because the tax rate increases over time. By 2050,
there is virtually no coal production across regions and exports are based entirely on stocks
from previous years.
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The shift away from crude oil is coupled with a dramatic increase in the global light oil
trade network. Light oil is a low-density product of crude oil refining or coal liquefication.
As an importer, it is more strategic to import light oil over crude oil, even when light oil is
simply a secondary product of crude, because the emissions factor is significantly lower.
Our results indicate that the under the emissions tax scenario, the Middle East increases its
light oil production dramatically using low-yield existing refineries to compensate for the
reduction in crude oil demand overseas. This is combined with a dramatic increase in the
use of light oil synthesis with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS). On the other hand,
Latin America gradually increases its light oil production by increasingly investing in new,
higher-yield refineries and CCS. In MESSAGEix, these higher-yield refineries are modeled
to have a light oil yield that is 50% greater than that of existing refinery technologies. Over
time, Latin America eclipses the Middle East as the dominant light-oil-exporting region.

The size of the LNG trade network contracts significantly under the emissions tax
scenario. At the same time, the major exporters shift from Russia and the Middle East to
North America and Latin America. Unlike crude oil, which exhibits a marked reduction in
trade, LNG simply does not “take off” under an emissions tax scenario. Its import demand,
while increasing slightly in the short term, remains relatively low. The demand for ethanol
imports increases slightly over time under the emissions tax scenario, while the demand
for fuel oil declines.

For all energy commodities, the trade network becomes more complex under an
emissions tax scenario. This is largely driven by the direction and magnitude of the policy
effect. An emissions tax impacts all parts of the energy supply chain but has a particularly
large effect on upstream activities (i.e., production and extraction). This effect moves down
the supply chain. A tariff scenario, however, impacts the supply chain at the downstream
(i.e., distribution). We find that the policy effect moves down the supply chain more than
it moves up. This is best illustrated in the case of the Middle East. In an emissions tax
scenario, it becomes prohibitively expensive to extract crude oil in the region because of
the high emissions intensity of this upstream activity. This in turn impacts the amount that
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the Middle East exports, thus influencing the structure of the energy trade network. On the
other hand, in the high tariff scenario, the effect of the policy begins with the trade network
but does not extend back up to the upstream activity. We find that the extraction of oil in
the high tariff scenario (76.2 EJ) is not substantially different from the level of extraction in
the baseline (76.7 EJ).

3.2. Effects on Global Emissions

For the purposes of this study, we present emissions in two ways. The first presents
emissions associated with energy imports accounted for the importing region [46]. These
emissions are based on the amount and emissions factors linked to each energy commodity.
In MESSAGEix, when a region exports energy, it is also exporting the emissions related to
the trade of these commodities. Therefore, energy exports lead to a reduction in emissions
while energy imports lead to an increase in emissions. This allows for a consumption-
based accounting of regional emissions. The second presents overall emissions across all
energy-related activities. It is important that we present effects on both formats of emissions
because a policy that affects trade-related emissions may have minimal (or even opposite)
effects on non-trade-related emissions.

Figure 6a presents trajectories of emissions from fuel imports, while Figure 6b presents
global emissions trajectories. Emissions from fuel imports are the emissions associated
with import activity. Each line is colored by scenario.
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Results suggest that sustained, high tariffs can reduce imported emissions by 11.2% in
2050. The low tariff scenario yields a roughly 5% increase in emissions associated with fuel
imports. This, however, does not translate to an equivalent effect on overall emissions. We
find that the effects of both high and low tariff policies on overall emissions trajectories are
minimal. In other words, sustained tariff policies do not lead to lowered emissions and the
removal of tariffs does not increase emissions overall. Our results are consistent with the
recent literature on the marginal effects of fossil fuel subsidies on global emissions [14].

Unsurprisingly, all emissions tax scenarios result in a large reduction in both imported
and overall emissions. Additional trade policies in the presence of an emissions tax have
very marginal effects on emissions trajectories. Interestingly, the high tariff scenario (without
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emissions tax) induces a sizeable reduction in imported emissions. However, because the
high tariff scenario only affects trade-related emissions trajectories, this effect does not
translate to overall emissions. The tariff only interacts with downstream costs (i.e., trade
costs) in energy supply chains. As discussed in Section 3.1, a policy’s effect will be larger if
it also impacts the upstream because the effect snowballs as it moves downstream. This is
evidenced by the emissions tax, which significantly impacts both upstream and downstream
costs. Further, the emissions tax is levied in MESSAGEix based on emissions factors assigned
to each activity (e.g., extraction, liquefication, electricity generation). This means that not
only is there the production-side effect of increasing extraction and distribution costs, but
there is also the demand-side effect of increasing electricity generation costs. A tariff policy’s
demand-side effects will only occur when energy is imported (i.e., it will cost more for
importers). However, there is no additional cost once the energy has been imported for
regions to use it to generate electricity. A global carbon emissions tax, because it more
comprehensively impacts the energy supply chain, has a greater impact on emissions
reduction, network composition, and the size of the network itself.

3.3. Effects on Energy Security

We measure energy security using the HHI introduced in the Materials and Methods
section of this paper. Figure 7a,b illustrate the trajectories of exporter HHI for the two largest
energy exporters (Middle East and Latin America). Figure 7c,d illustrate the trajectories
of the importer HHI for the two largest energy importers in the baseline scenario (Pacific
Asia and South Asia). Each color represents a different scenario. These results indicate
that neither low tariff nor high tariff scenarios influence the general magnitude or direction
of both export diversity and import diversity. This is with the exception of the high tariff
scenario in Pacific Asia, which exhibits reduced portfolio diversity over time when higher
tariffs are levied. In general, the emissions tax scenarios allow regions to maintain a more
diverse portfolio of importers. In Pacific Asia and in South Asia, we observe a dramatic
decrease in HHI (i.e., higher portfolio diversity) in the short term. For Pacific Asia, this
reflects a shift away from crude oil and toward light oil from Latin America and Oceania.
For South Asia, this reflects a shift away from LNG from the Middle East and toward light
oil from these same regions. In other words, dependence on one commodity is split into
two or more commodities from two or more regions. This is consistent with the effects of
the emissions tax on the global fuel trade network, as increased complexity in the network
is facilitated when each region has more trade linkages and balances its imports and/or
exports among these linkages. Interestingly this effect does not translate generally to energy
exporters; while the emissions tax allows for increased diversity in energy exports from
Latin America, it reduces diversity in energy exports from Middle East. This is in fact a
function of the dramatic reduction in crude oil demand from importing regions under the
emissions tax scenario.

Our results suggest that an emissions tax can induce increased complexity in the
trade network, which subsequently leads to increased portfolio security. However, it
is important to note here that there are also factors driving baseline trends. This study
assumes Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2) as the basis for the future population and
GDP growth. The SSPs represent a set of internally consistent socioeconomic assumptions
based on different narratives for the world’s future, including the world’s population
and economic growth [47]. SSP2 is the “middle-of-the-road” pathway that includes (for
example) relatively high population and GDP growth in India [48]. We see this reflected in
the energy security trajectories of this study. Figure 7 shows that, in the baseline scenario,
South Asia (including India) presents increased import diversity. On the other hand, the
Middle East shows a decrease in export diversity. This is driven by crude and light oil. As
the oil demand in South Asia increases (driven by GDP and population growth in India), it
demands imports from more regions. These regions shift their oil exports to South Asia and
reduce their exports to other regions. In some cases, the original trade flow to a non-South
Asia importer was small to begin with, so the trade flow reduces to zero. This reduces
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the energy exporters’ trade diversity and increases the dependence on sustained demand
from India. Over time, Latin America becomes the dominant exporter of light oil. By 2050,
light oil eclipses crude oil in the global energy market. Because India increases its reliance
on Latin America, we observe an increase in the HHI toward 2050, which is indicative of
a more concentrated import portfolio. This trajectory is not the result of any one policy,
but rather the consequence of underlying socioeconomic pathways. This has implications
for energy export security in the future, even without any additional policy effects. This
exercise underscores the importance of including underlying socioeconomic assumptions
in energy policy evaluations.
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presents the top two energy-exporting regions (a,b) and top two energy-importing regions (c,d).
Lines are colored by scenario.
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3.4. Sensitivity Analysis

We conduct two main sensitivity analyses on our results to check their robustness.
The first is with regard to the tax rate in our emissions tax scenario. All scenarios assume
a starting tax of $27/tCO2 in 2020, increasing by 5% annually thereafter. We also test a
“low emissions tax” scenario with a starting rate at $15/tCO2 and a “high emissions tax”
scenario with a starting rate of $60/tCO2. We apply the 5% annual increase in both cases. By
changing the tax rate, we are testing whether the existence of a tax or the underlying tax rate
influences our results. In other words, if the $15/tCO2 scenario produces results that are
very similar to those of the $27/tCO2 scenario, it is the existence of the tax and not the tax
rate that catalyzes the dramatic changes to the global energy trade network that we present.

This result of this sensitivity analysis, in Figure 8, indicates that our findings are robust
to changing tax rates, except in the case of crude oil and light oil. This is indicative of
the tradeoff between the two commodities. Under the high tax scenario, crude oil trade
constrains (from 39.8 EJ to 27.2 EJ) whereas light oil trade increases (40.5 EJ to 41.5 EJ). Under
the low tax scenario, crude oil trade increases (to 59.1 EJ) while light oil trade constrains
(to 17.5 EJ). This means that certain commodities are more sensitive to the emissions tax
than others and that crude oil is particularly sensitive. This is consistent with the rationale
presented in Section 3.1, in which we propose that the emissions tax affects costs throughout
the energy supply chain and so commodities that have particularly emissions-intensive
upstream costs will be disproportionately impacted by a tax. In addition to sliding the
tax rate, we conduct a sensitivity analysis based on emissions factors. As in the first
sensitivity analysis, the purpose of this analysis is to test whether the mechanism proposed
in Section 3.1 holds under varying levels within each scenario.
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In this case, we test whether the Middle East is so heavily impacted because crude
oil extraction is a very emissions-intensive activity. (While the emissions factor for oil
extraction in the Middle East is not higher than that of other regions, most crude oil
reserves are located in the Middle East. Because most extraction takes place there, changes
in the emissions factor would impact it most.) Our null hypothesis is that if the Middle
East were to reduce its emissions factor of crude oil extraction by 50%, the global energy
network under an emissions tax would more closely resemble that of the baseline scenario
without the tax. In other words, the null hypothesis states that the upstream emissions
factor in the Middle East is what drives the dramatic effects of the emissions tax. To run
this analysis, we run the emissions tax scenarios (at $27/tCO2) while setting extraction
technologies in MESSAGEix to 50% of their baseline levels.

Our results suggest that while lowering the emissions factors of crude oil extraction in
the Middle East has a slight effect on the composition of the global energy trade network,
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the presence of the emissions tax still causes dramatic changes compared to the baseline.
This means that lowering the emissions factor of the Middle East’s crude oil extraction is a
significant, but not total, explanatory factor in determining the shape of the energy trade
network. This result is consistent with the mechanism described in Section 3.1; the emissions
tax has a dramatic effect on the trade network because it hits all levels of the energy supply
chain. This result is also consistent with the first sensitivity analysis on tax levels.

4. Discussion
4.1. Limitations of This Study

The main limitations of this study stem from underlying assumptions for policy
scenarios. The first assumption that we make is that tariff rates are increased and reduced
concurrently across all regions. In reality, one region may increase a tariff, which leads
another to rise their tariff rates, and so on. In addition, if a region has low tariffs historically,
it will also have relatively low tariffs even after being multiplied by a factor of five in our
high tariff scenario. We also run an ancillary scenario in which tariffs increase uniformly
across regions, but do not include it in our main list of scenarios for simplicity. The same
holds for a global emissions tax; perhaps one region applies a tax first, which affects another
region’s decision to impose a tax. Here, we assume a global carbon emission tax. Thus,
we do not capture any temporal or spatial heterogeneity in this scenario setup for the
application of policies in this regard.

We also assume in our underlying country-level data that all trade between countries
is shipped by sea, along the shortest shipping routes. This affects our calculation of the
marginal effect of distance on trade costs. We believe that this assumption is not unrealistic,
however. Firstly, 90% of total trade is conducted along maritime routes [49]. Secondly,
because of shipping costs (e.g., fuel costs, insurance), most shipping companies will aim to
take the shortest route to transport commodities.

One limitation of the MESSAGEix global energy model is its spatial aggregation.
Currently, the world is represented through 14 regions. However, there are country-level
(and even sub-national-level) trends that influence the structure of global energy markets.
We are not able to capture this heterogeneity in this study. Furthermore, some regions
combine countries that have very different energy systems; for instance, the Pacific OECD
includes Japan (a major energy importer) and Australia (a major energy exporter). Note,
however, that MESSAGEix includes constraints to restrict Japan from tapping into the
abundant energy resources available in Australia. In other words, the model setup ensures
that the Japanese and Australian energy systems operate separately at the sub-regional level.

4.2. Trade Frictions Make Climate Policy More Expensive

The emissions tax scenarios systematically shifted the composition and size of the
global energy trade network. It added more linkages among more regions, illustrating that
this type of ambitious climate policy requires more interactions among trading regions.
At the same time, this type of policy may be exceedingly difficult to implement given the
current political landscape. It is therefore important to understand the implications of
passing such a policy under different political circumstances. Let us say that we use a tariff
policy as a proxy for trade “friendliness” and sustained high tariffs lead to an unfriendly
trade environment. Under an emissions tax, the trade network will alter regardless of the
friendliness of the trade environment; however, the cost of global and regional energy
systems may increase. Our hypothesis is that if an ambitious climate policy is undertaken,
the optimal (in this case, cost-minimizing) way to prepare the trade network for such
drastic shifts is to remove frictions to trade.

We validate this argument by illustrating the difference in regional energy system
costs (compared to the baseline) when tariff policies are applied or removed after a carbon
emissions tax is applied. We illustrate these marginal differences for major energy-exporting
regions (Latin America, Middle East, and Russia), major energy-importing regions (Pacific
Asia, South Asia, and Centrally Planned Asia), and across all regions.
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Figure 9 suggests that when a sustained tariff policy is applied (i.e., the trade envi-
ronment is less friendly), the regional energy system costs for importing regions go up
dramatically. For energy-exporting regions, the energy system costs go down initially but
increase in 2050. Overall, the average system cost increases across all regions. Conversely,
when energy tariffs are removed, regional energy system costs generally decline, with the
exception of energy-exporting regions, which exhibit a slight increase in costs. Ultimately,
the effect of additional energy tariff policies in the presence of an emissions tax is much
larger for energy-importing regions than they are for energy-exporting regions. This is be-
cause energy tariffs are applied to the importer. However, the effects to importers are large
enough that they dictate the direction of average regional energy system costs. Emissions
taxes will apply a large cost to the global energy system if trade frictions are not removed.
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4.3. Energy Security Is Supply Chain Security, and Vice Versa

The Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, beyond swiftly becoming a hu-
manitarian crisis, upended global energy markets. The impacts have been particularly
pronounced in the EU. In addition to compromising global energy security, this major
energy shock will have long-lasting impacts on the supply chains that underpin the global
economy [50]. These supply chains produce energy technologies that are needed to accel-
erate the clean energy transition and realize global climate goals. In other words, energy
security risks compromise supply chain security, and supply chain security risks compro-
mise energy security. This type of interplay underscores the need to integrate complex
trade networks in IAM work.

The results of the high tariff scenario can act as a proxy for a scenario with high
trade friction, i.e., what we are seeing now with Russia. The U.S., the EU, and Japan have
sanctioned Russian energy as the war continues. This sanction increases the cost of trade.
However, the increase is only on a specific, high-emissions-intensity commodity. What this
means is that the bilateral schema in MESSAGEix can be used to identify whether the clean
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energy transition could happen faster and cheaper than past scenarios have anticipated
due to changes in Russian trade linkages. This is an important area for future research.

5. Conclusions

Globalization is inextricably tied to energy transitions; regional energy systems are
made up not only of domestic flows but also the ways in which the region interacts with
others. The robust trade network that is formed by these interactions has not been explicitly
modeled in widely used global energy models. This study provides a development to the
MESSAGEix model by modeling the trade of energy commodities bilaterally and tracing
the flows of these commodities explicitly from the exporting region to the importing region.
This bilateral representation allows us to closely examine the effects of trade policies on
emissions, as well as the effects of climate policies on trade network structures. It also
allows us to explore the implications of these policies on regional energy security.

Our results indicate that tariff policies, taken independently, do not significantly
impact the structure of the fuel trade network. Sustained high tariffs do significantly reduce
emissions that are associated with fuel imports, but do not change the trajectory of overall
emissions compared to the baseline. This is also consistent with a recent study, which
found that imported fuel is substituted by other domestic fossil-fuel-based solutions [17].
An emissions tax of $27/tCO2 dramatically alters the fuel trade network in terms of both
size (reducing it by nearly 50%) and the composition of fuels. The emissions tax scenario
induces large reductions in global emissions; however, these reductions are not driven by
changes in trade-related emissions, but rather occur from systemic reductions throughout
the energy supply chain.

Importantly, a carbon emission tax increases the complexity of the trade network by
forming more trade linkages compared to the baseline. This increases the energy security
of energy importers and most energy exporters, with the exception of the Middle East,
which relies heavily on the export of crude oil (demand for which is dramatically reduced
under an emissions tax). The increased diversity of trade portfolios underscores the need
for international cooperation to optimally effect a global emissions tax. This may be
difficult to achieve given the current political landscape, but it is important to understand
the implications of such climate policies under different political circumstances. A fully
cooperative tariff policy can be used as a proxy for “friendliness” in energy trade, while
sustained high tariffs lead to an unfriendly trade environment. Under an emissions tax, the
trade network will alter regardless of the friendliness of the trade environment. However,
the cost of global and regional energy systems will increase, which affects the efforts of
these regions in achieving their climate targets. If an ambitious climate policy is undertaken,
the optimal, cost-effective way to prepare the trade network for such drastic shifts is to
remove frictions to trade, such as bans and sanctions.

This study provides an entryway into understanding the interactions between cli-
mate and trade policy in the context of energy security and emissions. Furthermore, it
underscores the importance of including an explicit representation of trade networks in
global energy models. Future research on this topic should investigate the additional trade
feedback stemming from existing and imminent climate change impacts to geopolitics in
energy-exporting regions. Another direction of future research may further explore the
uncertainty of energy trajectories under climate and trade policy scenarios, particularly
with regard to future demand for fossil fuels. Finally, the objective function in MESSAGE is
to minimize global energy system costs; however, one can imagine that there are multiple
objectives in resolving energy demands, including sustainability. We anticipate that a
multi-objective optimization framework could be applied to the same questions presented
in this paper.
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in MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM; Table S4. Parameters used for global trade schema in MESSAGEix-
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GLOBIOM; Table S5. Results of gravity model-based regression; Table S6. Fuel input required by
type of shipping; Table S7. Capital costs assumptions by type of shipping and fuel; Table S8. Distance
and payload assumptions by type of shipping and fuel; Table S9. Author-calculated costs converted
into per GWa units; Table S10. Correspondence between Harmonized System (HS) 6-digit codes with
energy commodities represented in the MESSAGE global energy model; Table S11. Network metrics
for the global fuel trade network in 2050. Figure S1. (a) Validating converted trade data (BACI) with
energy data (IEA) for China. (b) Validating converted trade data (BACI) with energy data (IEA) for
Germany. (c) Validating converted trade data (BACI) with energy data (IEA) for Japan. (d) Validating
converted trade data (BACI) with energy data (IEA) for Brazil; Figure S2. Map of nodes used in
shortest path calculation; Figure S3. Distribution of estimated variable costs based on regression
analysis; Figure S4. Results of a gravity model-based regression of trade cost ($/GWa) on distance.
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